Network Admin Checklist

What challenges are your Network Admin peers experiencing and how do they expect to solve them?

READ ON!

SD-WAN Challenges

Why Aryaka

SD-WAN Features

Top 10 Initiatives

Voice and Video Performance

WAN Optimization and Application Orchestrations

Cloud and SaaS

WAN Optimization remains surprisingly still

Not surprisingly, Cloud readiness, advanced networking are as important as choosing the right cloud for the application and cloud and establish a multi-cloud business model

Focus on application experience. Plan for service delivery and application experience vs. just speeds/feeds

Automation is a big driver for IT while the network either the enabler or a bottleneck for Operational Complexity is the biggest hurdle to WAN Transformation

SD-WAN Features

Explore a multi-cloud architecture

Talk to your counterparts in security, application and cloud and establish a common WAN optimization

Advanced security

Fully managed service

Connectivity

replacing MPLS

SD-WAN

Native access to Cloud

Design and evaluate solutions for the right cloud for the application and cloud and establish a multi-cloud business model

IT automation Cloud/SaaS migration

Big Data/Analytics

Advanced security

SD-WAN network refresh
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Refreshing MPLS Contracts

Prepare a plan for migrating off MPLS with costs, timelines and risks
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MPLS is viewed as old-world Telco contracts is critical for modernization
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SD-WAN Features

Talk to your counterparts in security, application and cloud and establish a common WAN optimization

Advanced security

Fully managed service

Connectivity

replacing MPLS

WAN Challenges Application Performance

Slow access to cloud

I don't have application performance

Lag/delay in communication

Poor voice or video quality

Frequently dropped calls

High network cost

No)

Yes

Don't

know

40% 26% 39%

MPLS is viewed as old-world Telco contracts is critical for modernization

Why Aryaka

Aryaka, the Cloud-First WAN company, delivers the industry’s #1 managed SD-WAN service and sets the gold standard for application performance. /The network is increasingly strategic to the network and innovative technology stack

E2E WAN Features

SD-WAN/refresh

Ease of use and implementation

Flexible provisioning

Best-in-class customer service

Reduced costs

With application modernization, it is important to focus on application experience to consuming the underlying network infrastructure

Evaluate suitability of network for global connectivity, application acceleration, security, cloud networking and insights

Everything is perfect!
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Best-in-class customer service

Reduced costs
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